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Abstract
Track monitoring systems are fundamental part of railroads. With the electrification and
development of train traction control electronics, levels of electromagnetic interference (EMI) close to railroad
monitoring systems is reaching critical levels. Unreliable track safety and fault monitoring systems could affect
the efficient and safe functioning of railroads and therefore strict demands must be placed on track monitoring
systems to ensure electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). The Prague subway system is not an exception. An
alternative track vibration monitoring system has been proposed, demonstrated and tested along a single railway
track in the Prague subway system. Two passive detection systems placed 50m and 1.3km away from the control
room were used to measure tunnel vibrations triggered by passing trains free from the effect of any unrelated
EMI existing in the subway tunnel. Fibre optic based systems immune to EMI can offer an efficient solution to
both track and train monitoring.
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1 Introduction
Track monitoring systems are important for the safe and efficient operation of railway systems. In recent
years new safety standards have been introduced in line with the expansion of high-speed train services.
Monitoring systems help to maintain the safety of railway tracks and trains by monitoring and warning of
potentially hazardous track conditions. Such systems include velocity monitors, derailment sensors, track
integrity sensors and track loading sensors to name a few.
At present most of these monitoring systems work entirely on electrical or electro-magnetic principles
(Parker 2012). Since in electrified systems track rails are often used to carry the traction return current, the
generation of electromagnetic interference (EMI) is almost inevitable. Even with well safeguarded circuits, these
systems are still subject to operational failures. These systems must therefore be backed up with other systems,
preferably operating on a different principle.
Fibre optic systems offer an EMI-free alternative to conventional systems. The simplest fibre optic systems
are based on the macro or micro bending effect (Sokoiowski et al. 2004). Such a sensor, placed between rail and
its sleeper, can provide information on train direction, speed and even weight. Magneto-optic systems use the
Faraday Effect to optically detect alterations in the magnetic field of a permanent magnet located near to the
sensor (Veeser et el. 1998). As a result of the influence on the field by the wheel of a railway vehicle, a variation
in the intensity of optical radiation passing through the sensor occurs. Fibre Bragg grating (FBG) systems are
capable of monitoring track conditions as well as collecting train axle, velocity and overall weight information
(Yuen 2014; Tam et al. 2011). The operating principle is based on measuring strain changes in the rail caused by
the passage of trains at the measurement points using a FBG detector installed on the rail.
Distributed fibre optic monitoring systems are capable of delivering near real-time information about rail
track deformation induced by the passage of a train (Peng et el. 2014; Minardo et el. 2013). These systems use
optical-time-domain reflectometry to interrogate the optical sensing cable buried along the track or attached to
the rails. The major advantage is in the capability of continuous track monitoring at lengths of over 100 km.
Interferometric monitoring systems have proven to be applicable to railways too, but mostly for current
monitoring (Kumagai et al. 2013). These systems are very sensitive due to their principle of operation. The new
fibre optic detection system (FODS) presented is based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and has been
designed to be robust and reliable for use in the harsh environment of the subway. The system demonstrated is
capable of capturing track vibration caused by the passage of trains and was developed as a back-up to
conventional systems mainly because of its resistance to EMI. Unlike conventional approaches such as
piezoelectric and capacitive accelerometers newly developed system was successfully tested on the Prague
subway.

2 Experimental setup
The FODS comprises an MZI fibre optic sensor which is formed by two 1×2 power couplers with a 50%
splitting ratio and a two 2m long single mode 3mm jacketed optical fibres, see Fig. 1a. The measuring fibre is
encased in polystyrene vibration isolation material (Kepak et al. 2013), Fig. 1b, while the reference fibre is
attached to a resonance glass plate (Cubik et al. 2013), Fig. 1c. A protective plastic casing surrounds the whole
sensor assembly, see Fig. 1d. The detection system input and output was connectorised with FC/APC connectors
shown as 1 and 2 in Fig. 1.
The overall arrangement for the monitoring system using the devolved FODS is shown in Fig. 2. A 0dBm
DFB laser operating at a wavelength of 1550nm with 1GHz linewidth was selected for use as the light source.
The laser has built-in current and temperature controllers and default setting values were used to maintain stable
operating conditions.
A Thorlabs PDA10CS trans-impedance amplified photodetector was used for signal detection (shown as PIN
in Fig. 2). The signal from the photodetector was then fed through a passive bandpass filter (BPF in Fig. 2) with
a passband of 8Hz to 20kHz to eliminate any aliasing and to block the DC. The signal was then sampled and
quantized using a National Instruments USB-6210 measuring card (A/D in Fig. 2) and the LabVIEW
development suite was used to develop the GUI for FODS and for signal recording and processing. The received
signal was processed in both time and frequency domains.

Fig. 1 Fibre optic detection system side view
a Sensing and reference fibre arm of the MZI sensor
b Reference fibre arm insulating material
c Glass resonance plate
d Plastic enclosure
1, 2 FC/APC connectors
The DFB laser and detector system seen in Fig. 2a was placed in the control room at the nearest subway
station. The laser output was fed into the FODS via a Minicord Duplex cable shown in Fig. 2b. The FODS was
connected to both cable ends using FC/APC connectors 1 and 2 (see Fig. 2c), while the second fibre in the cable
assembly (see b in Fig. 2) was used to transmit the signal from FODS back to the subway station control room.
Depending on the measurement, the FODS (Fig. 2c) was firmly attached either to the subway tunnel floor or to
the safety walk.

Fig. 2 Vibration monitoring system configuration with one sensor
a Processing unit
b Fibre link to and from the detection system
c Fibre optic detection system
The system was tested in two locations. The first measurement location was near the subway station platform
(see FODS-1 in Fig. 3) and the sensor was connected to the control room via a 50m long optical duplex cable.
FODS-1 was firmly mounted on the tunnel floor at the tunnel side near the rail track point. The second detection
system was in the tunnel (FODS-2 seen in Fig. 3) and was placed on the safety walk inside the tunnel and
connected to the control room via a 1.3km long optical duplex cable.

Fig. 3 Detection system placement in the tunnel
a Processing unit in Control room
b FODS-1
c FODS-2

3 Detection system operating principles
The deployed FODS uses a balanced Mach-Zehnder fibre optic interferometer operating on the principle of
phase modulation. The optical phase delay 𝜙 of light passing through an optical fiber is given by:
ϕ=knL

(1)

Where n is the refractive index of the fibre core, k is optical wavenumber in vacuum (k = 2π/λ , 𝜆 is light
source wavelength) and L is the physical length of the fibre. The product nL represents the optical path length.
For variations in the phase delay of the interferometer, we can write:
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(2)

When supply current and temperature are stabilized, then k can be considered to be constant since it depends
only on the wavelength of the source. The phase change is therefore proportional to n and L. Changes in
pressure, temperature or magnetic field are processes that lead to different contributions to 𝑑ϕ via the 𝑑L and 𝑑n
terms. Changes in 𝑑L are due to changes in core and cladding material (Giallorenzi et el. 1982), while changes in
the refractive index are due to changes in the optical stress coefficient (Butter et el. 1978).
The FODS is compact and uses two couplers with coupling coefficients c1 and c2 . Optical loss in measuring
and reference arm are denoted by the coefficients αs and αr. The output intensity of the FODS can be expressed
as (Udd et el. 2011):
I = I0 [αr c1 c2 + αs (1 − c1 )(1 − c2 ) + 2√αr αs c1 c2 (1 − c1 )(1 − c2 ) cos(ϕr − ϕs )] (3)
Where 𝜙𝑟 is the phase shift in reference arm and 𝜙𝑠 is the phase shift in measuring arm.
For simplification of (3) is assumed that the polarization state of the light in both arms is the same, light
source coherence length is within the interferometer path length difference ΔL, also is expected that α = αr = αs
(so that transmission losses in both arms of the interferometer are equal) and the coupling coefficients are c1 =
c2 = 0,5, so that the fringe visibility is V = 1. The intensity at the FODS output can then be rewritten as:
I=

I0 α
(1 + cos ∆ϕ)
2

(4)

Where I0 is light intensity on the input of the first coupler and Δϕ = (ϕr − ϕs ) is the phase difference
between both arms of the interferometer.

Neglecting transmission losses on the fibre link, the detector output current (photocurrent) resulting from
illumination by the light intensity is given by:
i = εI0 α cos(ϕd + ϕs sin ωt)

(5)

Where 𝜀 is the responsivity of the photodetector (1.05 A.W-1 at 1550nm). The phase difference 𝛥𝜙 is
separated into the signal term of amplitude 𝜙𝑠 varying with frequency 𝜔 and phase shift 𝜙𝑑 . Signal term of
phase difference was retrieved in developed application.
The photodetector converts the input photocurrent i(t) to the output voltage u(t). The output voltage signal
u(t) is passed through an anti-aliasing filter (20 kHz low-pass filter) to limit the signal bandwidth. The filtered
signal is then sampled by a measuring card and converted to a set of uniformly spaced samples x[n]. A sampling
rate fs 40 kS/s was chosen to allow signals up to frequency 20 kHz to be captured. These samples were then
stored in a data log file.

4 Experimental results analysis
In addition to vibration measurements which were the subject of the original contract for Prague subway, the
measured results were also analysed in such way that train operations can be monitored. These measurements
were performed using two FODS operating simultaneously. During a 5 hour period the detection system
recorded 64 trains in total which was in line with the subway timetable. However, they also recorded two types
of false events. The first were caused by ‘after echoes’ related to trains that have passed by and the second were
caused by random noise in the tunnel. The after echoes were eliminated by introducing guard-time intervals. For
FODS-1 the guard-time interval of 15s was found to be sufficient. However for FODS-2 a guard interval of up to
50s was required to achieve the best results, see Table 1.
Table 1: The results analysis of trains passing near the sensors
total no. of trains
64
64
64
64
64

FODS location
station
tunnel
tunnel
tunnel
tunnel

guard interval
15s
30s
40s
45s
50s

correctly detected
64
64
64
64
64

missed trains
0
0
0
0
0

false alarms
0
8
4
1
0

In order to eliminate the tunnel noise interference, the measured signal was converted from time to frequency
domain by using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) by using Eq. 6.
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Where xn is a set of uniformly spaced samples of the measured time domain signal acquired during the
passage of a train, N is a total number of samples and k is a positive integer. The resulting Xk represents the
amplitude of the kth harmonic frequency. To achieve the required spectral resolution and bandwidth, the zoom
spectrum algorithm was used instead of the DFT. The zoom spectral algorithm parameters were: frequency
filtering from 0 to 1kHz using a low pass Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter with a cut-off frequency of 1kHz
and signal down sampling (decimation) was applied to achieve a spectral resolution of 1000 lines. To obtain the
amplitude spectrum the resulting signal was then subjected to a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). The FFT was
applied to 10 consecutive sections of the time domain signal and the average of these spectra was calculated
using RMS averaging and a linear weighting. A Hanning window function (0% overlap) was applied to each
time domain section. Bandwidth reduction to 1kHz was performed due to spectral properties of railway noise
(Thompson 2009).

Fig. 4 is an example of the frequency spectrum of a false alarm recorded in the tunnel. Fig. 5 shows the
vibration signal (rolling noise) from a passing train recorded by the FODS-2 and Fig. 6 is its frequency spectrum
calculated using the methodology described above. By comparing Fig. 4 and 6 the spectral region corresponding
to the false alarm can be easily noted and the desired signal identifying the passing train can be then be obtained.
Similarly, FODS-1 was used for the identification of passing by trains in the different tunnel location leading
similar positive results.

Fig. 4 Frequency response of a false alarm in the tunnel

Fig. 5 Signal from a passing by train recorded by sensor FODS-2

Fig. 6 Calculated frequency response of a passing by train
Using multiple suitably located FODS, train operations could be monitored helping to support subway
operational safety. As a result of reliable train detection a day-to-day traffic analysis can be performed. In Fig. 7
the measured punctuality for one day traffic for FODS-1 can be seen. The data was collected as timestamps and
these values were then compared with the timetable and the resulting time differences were plotted (positive
values means trains are delayed). This data could provide an overall picture of subway traffic through the course
of the day.

Fig. 7 Measured trains arrival deviations from the timetable in a given day
Since the FODS-1 was located near a track point, impact noise measurements were possible. Impact noise
appears when discontinuities in the rail surface such as rail joints, welds, points or crossings occurs. Its
amplitude is higher than other noises such as rolling noise (Parker 2012) and depends on variables such as joint
geometry, train weight, velocity and wheel shape and condition (Vér et el. 1976). With the monitoring of impact
noise, it is possible to monitor/count train axles. The dependence of impact noise on train velocity should be
linear, thus allowing the monitoring of trains at critical points.
An example of measured impact noise at the track point is given in Fig. 8. The respective peaks seen in Fig. 8
correspond to the impact noise generated by individual train axles crossing the track point. The analysis for this
measurement is given in Table 2. The speed was calculated from the known carriage central pivot point’s
distance and timestamps of axle impacts. The noise amplitude was measured as total noise amplitude when the
bogies passed the track point and the impact noise amplitude was obtained after deduction of other noise present
such as rolling noise. Considering similar wheel condition and carriage weight, an approximate linear model
could be constructed to estimate the train velocity based on the impact noise measurements. Also, with
knowledge of the exact speed, impact noise dependent variables can be calculated.

Fig. 8 Signal from a passing by train recorded by sensor FODS-1
Table 2: Impact noise measurement summary
carriage
measured speed [km.h-1]
1
42
2
37,5
3
30,9
4
25,3
5
18,5

noise amplitude [AU]
1
0,96
0,88
0,79
0,62

impact noise amplitude [AU]
1
0,95
0,86
0,74
0,54

5 Conclusions
Track vibration interferometric sensor systems have the potential for a wide range of applications including
the monitoring of train operations such as train punctuality or velocity. The designed system presented in this
article was able to function flawlessly in continuous operation in the Prague subway network and will be
deployed as a backup to the existing conventional approach. Further research will be aimed at processing
algorithms and hardware to interpret the measured results in near real-time.
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